Service Advisor
Faster Pace of Change
Adoption of cloud computing, mobility, and the
digital enterprise has been moving forward at
unprecedented speed. IT application support
teams are expected to support more frequent
code releases, to handle more data, and to
manage more complexity in less time, with fewer
resources, and with smaller budgets.

High Expectations
Despite this increasing pace of change, the
business expects IT to maintain or even improve
key performance indicators (KPIs) for mission
critical applications. The job of an application
director or manager to introduce new
capabilities while maintaining uptime and
availability and to ensure end user satisfaction
can challenge even the highest performing
organizations.

Disparate Systems
IT organizations of all sizes have invested a great
deal in multiple tools – from system monitoring,
to alert and notification systems, to IT Service
Management solutions – in an effort to
effectively manage their critical applications.
Furthermore, many of the legacy IT Service
Management and IT Ops tools were developed
prior to modern cloud platforms and
technologies. These systems and tools struggle to
provide the capabilities, performance, and
consolidated information needed to address the
growing needs of today’s digital enterprise IT
applications.
Because current solutions aren’t meeting the
needs of IT, application support teams frequently
use ad-hoc methods and one-off tools to
investigate and analyze application issues.
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Service Advisor: Get Real-Time Status
In and Around Your Application
PuzzleLogic Service Advisor was developed
address these challenges and enhance the value
of your current IT Service Management and IT
Ops tools. Service Advisor automatically
correlates and displays operational data and
metrics in a unified console that allows global
application support teams to quickly and easily
investigate and resolve critical application
issues. Service Advisor creates a new paradigm
for IT support teams to store, search, and
analyze relevant information to manage day-today operations and more efficiently troubleshoot
issues.
PuzzleLogic Service Advisor enables enterprise
IT ops teams to:
 Easily and quickly search across large
volumes of data from different data sources
 Navigate from your top-level application
components to underlying hosts – physical,
virtual, or cloud – to quickly identify the
failing component
 Create custom filters to display operational
events that are important for a particular
application
 Traverse across upstream and downstream
applications to more quickly pinpoint related
issues

Service Advisor
Big Data Solutions, Not Big Data
Problems
For over a decade, large enterprise customers
have struggled with the performance and
management of terabytes of operations data and
millions of infrastructure and software
components that can swamp existing tools and
configuration management database (CMDB)
systems. The PuzzleLogic Operations Platform
was developed to solve the scalability issues of
these legacy operational systems.
The PuzzleLogic Operations Platform is built on
the latest Big Data technology and seamlessly
integrates with existing operations tools and data
stores. Application linkages and corresponding
configuration items can be synchronized and
reconciled up to 10x faster than existing methods.
Furthermore, ticket data such as incidents,
problems, and changes are also processed in near
real-time allowing users to search for relevant
information faster and more easily.

Fast, Efficient Support Solutions
The PuzzleLogic Operations Platform offers
support solutions via its end user modules. The
Service Advisor for Application Support module
provides an out-of-the-box unified console for IT
application support staff, reducing the mean time
to Identify, Know and Inform to correct
application issues.

Highlights
With the PuzzleLogic Operations Platform, IT
Operations can gain valuables insights from their
existing IT data and tools:


Define rules to see only those messages
that are important to a specific user



View correlated information from
multiple data sources in one panel



View interdependencies between
applications and underlying
infrastructure (physical and virtual)



Easily and quickly search through large
volumes of data from different sources



More quickly correlate multiple issues
that span disparate applications and
infrastructure

Requirements







PuzzleLogic Service Advisor version 1.7
PuzzleLogic Agent version 1.7
PuzzleLogic Datastore version 1.7
MongoDB version 3.2.9 and above
Pentaho version 6.1 and above
Redhat Linux version 6.5 and above

For more information, please visit us at
www.puzzlelogic.com
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